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The maintenance, inspection, and refurbishment of substation equipment are
crucial for ensuring the stability of the power grid’s operation and the reliability of
power supply to users. However, currently, there is a lack of methods for rapidly
and effectively planning load transfer solutions during substation equipment
maintenance periods. To address this, this study is founded on the principles
of transmission network planning theory, and an analysis of the similarities and
disparities between the planning methods for load transfer solutions during
substation equipment maintenance and traditional approaches to transmission
network planning is conducted. Furthermore, this paper integrates practical
constraints related to maintenance engineering and power grid load flow
balance constraints. With the primary optimization objectives of minimizing
investment and operational costs during system maintenance while maximizing
power grid reliability, a load transfer planning model for equipment maintenance
in the substation has been developed. Simultaneously, in conjunction with linear
programming theory, the nonlinear constraint terms of the model have been
equivalently simplified to enhance the computational performance of the model.
Simulation analysis is conducted on case studies constructed based on the IEE-
RBTS6 and IEEE-RTS79 systems to validate the effectiveness of the proposed
model in solving the optimal maintenance planning problem.
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1 Introduction

The substation plays a crucial role in the power system of China. Serving as the hub of the
transmission and distribution network, its reliability is essential. It not only affects the supply
of electrical power to the lower-level distribution loads but also has a significant impact on
the stability of the transmission system grid (Bagen et al., 2019; Sarantakos et al., 2019).
Hence, it is crucial to perform necessary operational maintenance, inspections, and
improvements on the substation structure. This is essential for maintaining the stability
of the power grid and ensuring reliable electricity supply to customers. The maintenance of
the substations is divided into two types: one is multi-bay maintenance, and the other is
complete shutdown maintenance. The former refers to the maintenance where specific
equipment within the substation is powered down. For instance, during the maintenance of a
single busbar, the isolating switches and circuit breakers on both sides of that busbar will be
taken out of operation, resulting in a partial shutdown of the power supply to certain
sections. The latter refers to a complete shutdown of all equipment in the substation for a
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comprehensive equipment fault investigation. For example, during a
complete shutdown maintenance of the dual busbars within the
station, all the isolating switches on both sides of the two busbars are
disconnected, leading to a complete interruption of power supply to
all sections of the substation.

Regardless of the maintenance mode, the power system
primarily faces two operational challenges: (1) During the period
of equipment maintenance at the substation, the external
transmission lines will be affected and shut down. As a result,
the existing structural stability of the electrical network in the
vicinity of the substation will be weakened, leading to a
reduction in the reliability of power supply within the regional
electrical network. (2) During the period of substation maintenance,
there is a possibility that the transformers may be affected and
require shutdown, potentially resulting in partial or complete loss of
the electrical load they carry. This can have an impact on the normal
power supply to the users.

Currently, to address the maintenance issue mentioned above,
power companies typically employ a method of connecting the
outgoing lines with on-site transformers while simultaneously
connecting the remaining outgoing lines outside the substation.
This approach ensures uninterrupted power supply to the loads
during the substation maintenance period and enhances the overall
reliability of the power grid operation. However, there is still a lack of
effective evaluation measures for selecting the optimal
maintenance plan.

During the design of maintenance plans, the staff first needs to
develop various alternative maintenance plans. Subsequently, they
evaluate and select the most reliable plan based on the reliability
levels of each option. Reference (DING and FENG, 2004) employs
the Monte Carlo risk assessment method to evaluate various
maintenance plans for different 220 kV power grids. Based on
the assessment results, it determines the risk levels of different
plans, thus identifying the optimal maintenance measures.
Reference (WANG et al., 2015), based on power grid operational
risk and its management theory, establishes a risk framework. It
comprehensively employs various system analysis methods to
analyze different schemes and select the optimal planning and
control measures to reduce system risk. In reference (Qi et al.,
2018), the risk assessment process takes into account conditional
risk value factors. It quantitatively compares different power grid
planning schemes and selects the optimal one among them.
However, when the substation structure is complex, and there are
numerous alternative plans, using risk assessment methods can
incur significant computational time costs.

Therefore, in response to the aforementioned issues, this paper
draws upon the theoretical foundations of power grid planning
(Majidi-Qadikolai and Baldick, 2016; Garcí a-Bertrand and Mí
nguez, 2017; ZHANG et al., 2017; LIU et al., 2019) and
incorporates engineering practicalities. Considering the cost-
effectiveness and safety implications, we propose the
development of a comprehensive planning model for the
maintenance of 220 kV substations on the basis of economic and
reliability considerations. This model aims to assist personnel in
efficiently formulating appropriate maintenance strategies for the
220 kV substation. This paper firstly elaborates on the definition of
substation maintenance planning and highlighting the similarities
and differences between substation maintenance planning and

general power transmission network planning, which providing
the theoretical foundation for the development of the
maintenance planning model; Subsequently, this paper integrates
practical constraints from maintenance engineering and power grid
load flow balance constraints. It formulates a maintenance planning
model with the objective of optimizing the combined investment
and operational costs as well as reliability costs during the
maintenance period; Finally, this paper designs case studies based
on the IEEE-RBTS6 and the IEEE-RTS79 system to validate the
effectiveness of the model.

2 The maintenance planning theory for
the substation

2.1 The definition of maintenance planning

The substation maintenance planning model is primarily
utilized for making decisions on how to carry out temporary
structural modifications of the power grid during substation
maintenance to minimize system operational risks and
economic costs to the greatest extent possible. Specifically, it
involves two aspects of decision-making: How to establish
internal power supply transfer paths within the substation to
ensure continuous operation of the main transformers that are
forced to be shut down during maintenance; How to combine the
transmission lines that are forced to shut down due to maintenance
in order to enhance the stability of the power grid, which are
referred as external line combination.

For instance, as illustrated in Figure 1, the topology of 220 kV
side in a substation. Using the typical 220 kV substation’s 220 kV
side structure as an example to illustrate the specific form of
maintenance planning.

The substation’s 220 kV side structure, as illustrated in the
figure, is a typical double-bus configuration. It is interconnected
with the 220 kV transmission system through four incoming lines
labeled A, B, C, and D. Additionally, it is linked to the low-voltage

FIGURE 1
Topology of 220 kV side in a substation.
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system via two main transformers, denoted as T1 and T2. When the
220 kV side of the substation undergoes a complete shutdown
maintenance, the main busbar equipment within the grey area in
the diagram goes out of operation. This indirectly leads to the
disconnection of the main transformers T1 and T2 from the 220 kV
system. During this period, it is possible to establish an internal
power supply transfer path to enable the internal load of the
substation to be supplied. By establishing power pathways on
both sides of A and T1, as well as on both sides of D and T2, as
shown in the diagram, it ensures the continuous supply of partial
loads. The amount of power that the supply pathways can transmit is
determined by the rated capacity of the lines and the distribution of
the system’s power flows.

Besides, during the maintenance of the 220 kV side of the
substation, the lines A, B, C, and D shown in Figure 1 are out of
service. And various methods of interconnection can be employed to
combine the transmission lines to stabilize the system network
configuration. For instance, as illustrated in Figure 2, the diagram
for line connection outside of the substation.

2.2 Comparison of maintenance planning
and power transmission network planning

The common aspects between substation maintenance planning
and transmission network planning include:

(1) In the investment planning phase, both require assessing the
optimal connectivity and disconnection status of lines under
constraint conditions. In the investment phase of transmission
network planning, decision-makers often need to decide on the
construction feasibility of existing transmission corridor lines
(MA et al., 2015; LIU et al., 2018; Qian et al., 2018).However, in
the investment phase of maintenance planning, decision-
makers need to determine, based on the system’s topology
after the substation’s components are out of operation, how
to establish internal power pathways within the substation, as
well as how to combine the remaining lines that are forced to
shut down outside the substation. Since all feasible
combinations of pre-established alternative power pathway
options and the interconnection of external lines are known,
the maintenance planning involves deciding the construction of
different power pathways and whether to build specific line
combinations, making it quite similar in form to transmission
network planning.

(2) In the operational phase, both require calculating the system
operating costs under constraint conditions. Whether it is
transmission network planning or maintenance planning,
both need to determine the optimal combination of unit
operation and load shedding strategy to minimize the sum
of unit operating costs and load shedding penalty loss costs.

(3) Both share similar network constraint conditions. Whether it is
optimizing substation maintenance plans or transmission
network planning, both need to satisfy comparable
constraints related to power balance and variable boundary
conditions (Mavalizadeh et al., 2014; Chen and Wang, 2016;
Zhang and Conejo, 2018).

However, there are still certain differences between maintenance
planning and transmission network planning, specifically including:

(1) In substation maintenance planning, decision-makers are more
concerned with the safe and stable operation of the system
during the maintenance period. At the same time, due to the
significant power transmission tasks often borne by the 220 kV
side of the substation, even with the establishment of internal
power supply transfer paths, it can be challenging to ensure the
transfer of the entire load.

(2) In addition to determining the external line connection form,
substation maintenance planning also involves deciding on the
optimal method for constructing internal power supply routes
within the substation. Furthermore, substation maintenance
plans have maintenance constraints (MC) that differ from
those in transmission planning.

(3) In transmission network planning, investment cost primarily
refers to the cost of line construction, and the planning
typically considers longer timeframes, usually in terms of
years. In maintenance planning, investment cost primarily
refers to the operation and maintenance of transfer equipment
and the temporary combination of lines. The
maintenanceperiod is not excessively long, typically
measured in weeks or months.

In summary, both maintenance planning and transmission
network planning share many similarities in terms of
optimization objectives and constraint conditions, yet they also
exhibit distinct differences. Therefore, this paper is based on
transmission network planning theory and takes into account the
characteristics of maintenance planning to construct an
optimization model for substation maintenance planning.

3 Load transfer planning model for
equipment maintenance in the
substation

3.1 Optimization objective

Assuming that the maintenance is carried out at substation
located at node i, The power value carried by the transformer t
before maintenance is denoted as pt. After establishing internal
power supply transfer paths, the equivalent power capacity pdi

connected to node i can be represented as shown in Eq. 1:

FIGURE 2
Diagram for line connection outside of the substation.
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pdi � ∑
t∈T

mtpt +∑
t∈T

ntpt (1)

Where mt indicates whether the t main transformer is restored
with power through the internal power supply transfer path, T
represents the set of main transformers. nt represents whether the
specific main transformer is disconnected under the current
maintenance mode. In the complete shutdown maintenance
mode, this value is always 0. mt and nt are both Boolean
variables, for a specific transformer t, they satisfy the following
relationship:

mt + nt� 1
mt* nt� 0

{ (2)

As mentioned above, the optimization objectives of the
substation maintenance planning model can be divided into three
categories. The first is unit operating costs, the second is investment
costs, and the third is load shedding penalty costs that reflect the
system’s reliability.

Since load shedding occurs during the operational phase and
is determined in real-time, it is possible to combine the unit
combination operating costs with the necessary load shedding
penalty costs into a comprehensive operational cost. The
investment cost of substation maintenance planning can be
categorized into two types: one is the cost of reconstructing
the transmission network and constructing in the substation,
and the other is the cost associated with load shedding
penalties imposed due to the necessary forced outages. The
former includes the cost of shutting down external lines and
the cost of constructing internal power supply transfer paths
within the substation; The latter includes additional penalty costs
due to load shedding caused by insufficient capacity and quantity
of load transfer lines.

We define an integrated cost “C", encompassing investment-
related load shedding penalties and margin-based rewards, to
evaluate the transfer capability of different plans for the load
carried by the substation during the investment phase. Its
expression is presented in Eq. 3.

C �

ciTM nT − ∑
i∈L−

xi
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠pt + ∑

i∈L−
clixi pt − pli( ), V� 220

ciTM min ∑
i∈NG

pgi + nT − ∑
i∈L−

xi
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠pt − ∑

j∈N
j≠i

pdi

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, 0

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

+ ∑
i∈L−

clixi pt − pli( ), V� 500

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

Where represents the rated capacity value of the line (MW),N
represents the set of system nodes, represents the set of system
generator nodes, represents the maintenance time (h),V represents
the voltage level of the substation(kV).

The above equation consists of two cost components. The first
component is the cost incurred due to load shedding during
maintenance when the temporary transfer transformer capacity is
insufficient. The reduced load is equal to the maximum capacity of
the temporary transfer line minus the user load demand. The second
component is the cost used to measure the capacity margin cost for

different lines acting as transfer lines. This is defined as an incentive
cost added to the investment cost in this paper.

Therefore, the objective function of load transfer planning
model for equipment maintenance in the substation can be
expressed as:

min
pgi,pli ,θi ,
xi ,ri ,pci

∑
i∈Nx

cxixi + ∑
i∈Nr

criyli + C

+ ∑
i∈NG

fp pgi( )TM +∑
i∈N

cipciTc

(4)

Where represents the active power output of the generator
(MW), represents the load shedding at node due to substation
maintenance (MW), represents whether the i-th power supply
transfer path is constructed or not, represents whether the i-th
incoming line combination is constructed or not, represents
the load shedding penalty cost coefficient ($/MWh), represents
the comprehensive cost of constructing and maintaining
power supply transfer paths($), represents the comprehensive
cost of investment and construction of the temporary line
combination ($), represents the investment load shedding
penalty cost coefficient ($), represents the load shedding time
(h), represents the active power flow passing through the branch
(MW), represents the phase angle at node(rad), represents
the cost function of the generator, represents the set offeasible
power supply transfer paths, Nr represents the set of temporary
line combinations, NG represents the set of generators, N
represents the set of nodes.

The above optimization objective is divided into three parts. The
first three terms represent the investment costs of maintenance
planning, including the construction cost of power transfer routes,
the cost of line connections, and the investment-related system load
shedding penalty and capacity reward costs; The fourth term
represents the operating cost of the system’s generator unit; The
fifth term represents the cost of load shedding during maintenance,
reflecting the system’s reliability.

The operating cost of the generator units follows a quadratic
function relationship with the generator output, as illustrated in
Figure 3, the cost function for operating a generator unit.

FIGURE 3
The cost function for operating a generator unit.
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3.2 Maintenance constraints

During the maintenance period, a total of nt transformers in the
substation are disconnected from the 220 kV transmission system,
and there are a total of a incoming lines that are out of service.
Starting from 1, each line will be denoted as Li(i ∈[1, a]).

Let X � [x1,/, xa]T represent the connectivity status of Li to
the transformers during the maintenance. xi(i ∈[1, a]) is a
0–1 integer variable,0 indicates that line Li is not connected to
the main transformer through the power supply pathway, while
1 indicates that line Li is connected to the main transformer. And the
following constraint need to be satisfied:

∑a

i�1xi ≤ nt (5)

The above equation indicates that the total number of
constructed load transfer paths should be less than or equal to
the total number of transformers.

Besides, the incoming lines of the substations can be stabilized
through temporary combinations, resulting in a total of a(a − 1)/2
possible combinations. However, the above-mentioned incoming
lines cannot be combined arbitrarily and must satisfy the following
constraint conditions. We define a matrix of dimensions a × a called
the line connectivity matrix R. Each element rij within the matrix is
a binary integer variable 0–1, used to indicate whether the line Li and
Lj should be connected during the maintenance. The connectivity
matrix needs to satisfy the following constraints:

rij � rji,∀i、j ∈ 1, a[ ] (6)
0≤∑a

i�1rij ≤ 1,∀j ∈ 1, a[ ] (7)
0≤∑a

j�1rij ≤ 1,∀i ∈ 1, a[ ] (8)
0≤∑a

i�1∑a

j�1rij ≤ a − nt( )/2 (9)
rij� 0,i、j ∈Ndl (10)

Eq. 6 implies that the matrix is symmetric; Equations (7) and (8)
implies that the sum of each row or each column in the connectivity
matrix is not greater than 1, indicating that each line can be
connected to at most one other line at the same time; Eq. 9
represents the constraint on the number of line connection
combinations; In Equation 10, Ndl represents the set of double-
circuit lines with the same starting and ending buses. This constraint
implies that double-circuit lines with the same starting and ending
nodes cannot be connected.

In addition, the lines serving as load transfer paths during
maintenance cannot be connected to other incoming lines, which
following constraint:

∑a

i�1 xi∑a

j�1rij( )� 0,i、j ∈ 1, a[ ] (11)

3.3 Network constraints

The substations are directly connected to the transmission
system, thus the maintenance planning model proposed in this
paper also needs to comply with the operating constraints of the
transmission system. Based on references (Samarakoon et al., 2001;

LIU et al., 2021), the Network Constraints (NC) constraints for load
transfer planning model are as follows.

3.3.1 Branch power flow constraints

pli − bi θfi − θti( )� 0,∀i ∈L0 (12)
pli − xibi θfi − θti( )� 0,∀i ∈L− (13)
pli − ylibi θfi − θti( )� 0,∀i ∈L+ (14)

The three equations represent the branch power flow balance
equations for the transmission lines not directly connected to the
substation, the incoming lines to the substation, and the new lines
created through temporary combination respectively. Where bi
represents the admittance of branch i, θfi represents the phase
angle at the starting node of branch i, θti represents the phase angle
at the ending node of branch i, L0 represents transmission lines in
the power grid that are not directly connected to the substation, L−

represents incoming lines that are planned to be shut down due to
maintenance, L+ represents the set of lines that can betemporary
combined, yli represents the state of each line in set L+, and it is a
binary integer variable, and value 0 indicates that the line will not be
constructed, while value 1 indicates that the line will be constructed.

The relationship between yli and the connectivity matrix R is as
follows:

ylj �
r1,i+1,∀i ∈ 1, a[ − 1]
rrow,row+i− a−1( )a− a−row+1( ) a−row( )[ ]/2
ra−1,a, i � a − 1( )a/2 ∀i ∈ 1, a−1( )a/2[ ]( )

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (15)

The row is as follows:

row � min {a − t−1| t+1( )t/2≤ a( −1)a/2−i} (16)

3.3.2 Node power balance constraints

∑
m∈Nig

pgim − pdi +∑
j

plj −∑
t

plt

+ pci� 0,∀i ∈ NG,∀j ∈ Nfi,∀t ∈ Nti

(17)

−pdi +∑
j
plj −∑

t
plt + pci� 0,∀i ∈NnonG,∀j ∈Nfi,∀t ∈Nti (18)

Nig represents the set of generators connected to node i, pdi represents
the load demand at node i, plj and plt represent the incoming and
outgoing power at a node i respectively, NG represents the set of
generator nodes,NnonG represents the set of non-generator nodes, Due
to some generator nodes being composed of multiple units, we use pgim

to represent the output of the m-th generator connected to node i, and
we use pgi to uniformly describe the total output of generator at node i.

3.3.3 Boundary constraint

pli
—

≤pli ≤pli,∀i ∈L0 ∪ L+ ∪ L− (19)

θi ∈ −2π, 2π[ ], i ∈ N (20)
pgi
—

≤pgi ≤pgi, i ∈NG (21)

0≤pci ≤pdi, i ∈ N (22)
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Eq. 19 represents the boundary constraint for branch power flows,
Eq. 20 represents the boundary constraint for node phase angles,
Eq. 21 represents the boundary constraint for generator outputs, and
Eq. 22 represents the boundary constraint for node load shedding.
Where pli represents the rated capacity of the branch, pgi and pgi

represent the upper and lower limits of generator outputs respectively.

3.4 Model linearization

The equations (4)–(22) collectively constitute the optimization
model for the load transfer planning model for equipment
maintenance in the substation. To improve the efficiency of
solving the model, the nonlinear objective and constraints in the
above model need to be linearized.

3.4.1 Generator unit operating cost function
linearization

The cost function of the generator is quadratic, we linearize
this quadratic function using piecewise linearization methods.
The generator output range is divided into multiple intervals,
within each interval it is approximated that the generator unit
operating cost is linearly related to the generator output, as
shown in Figure 4, the linearized function for generator unit
operating cost.

Using multiple sets of piecewise linear function kp(·) to
substitute the generator output cost in Eq. 4, the linearized
form of the objective function is obtained as follows:

min
pgi,pli ,θi ,
xi ,ri ,pci

∑
i∈Nx

cxixi + ∑
i∈Nr

criyli + C

+ ∑
i∈NG

kp pgi( )TM +∑
i∈N

cipciTc

(23)

Where kp(·) is:
k pgi( ) � ∑M

m�1xgm(kmpgi + bm) (24)

Where xgm is the generator output inm − th segment of the cost
linearization function, M represents the total number of linearized
segments of the generator cost function.

3.4.2 Load transfer constraints linearization
Eq. 11 is a nonlinear constraint. For the product xy of the

0–1 variables x and y, it can be converted to the following linearized
form:

z � xy
z≤x
z≤y
z≥x + y−1

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (25)

Based on the above formula, the linearized form of (11) can be
obtained as follows:

rij ≤ 1−xi,∀i、j ∈ 1, a[ ] (26)

3.4.3 The branch power flow equation is linearized
Equations (13) and (14) contain the product of

0–1 integer variable and continuous variable, which belongs
to nonlinear term. According to (Zhuo et al., 2020; Han et al.,
2019), using the large M method, it can be transformed into the
following linearized form:

−Mxi 1 − xi( )≤pli − bi θfi − θti( )≤Mxi 1( − xi ,) ∀i ∈L− (27)
−Mli 1 − yli( )≤pli − bi θfi − θti( )≤Mli 1( − yli ,) ∀i ∈L+ (28)

Where, Mxi and Mli are M values of the large M method.
The original nonlinear model is transformed into a mixed-

integer linear programming (MILP) model. For this MILP model,
the branch-and-bound algorithm can be employed to solve the
problem. The detailed process of the branch-and-bound algorithm
can be found in the literature (Gao et al., 2021).

4 Case study

To validate the proposed load transfer planning model, this
study employs two cases based on the IEEE-RBTS6 node system
and the IEEE-RTS79 system to examine the applicability of the
model.

4.1 IEEE-RBTS6 system

The original topology and parameters of the RBTS6 node system
are presented in reference (Yang et al., 2022). This paper proposes a
modification to the existing system. Assuming Bus 3 to represent the
220 kV side of a certain substation, adopting a double busbar
configuration, and being connected to the low voltage level
network through two main transformers, the modified RBTS-6
node system (System A) is illustrated in Figure 5, the topology of
the system A.

In Figure 5, the right half illustrates the original topology of the
RBTS-6 node system, while the left half, enclosed by the dashed box,
represents the primary bus configuration of Bus3. Incoming lines L1,
L6, L4, and L5 carry power through transformers within the
substation to supply the low-voltage system. L1 and L6 are
double-circuit transmission lines on the same tower. When the
entire substation undergoes a complete shutdown for maintenance,

FIGURE 4
Linearized function for generator unit operating cost.
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all four incoming lines are disconnected from the load at BUS3. The
loads of the two transformers are equal.

In this case, the construction cost coefficient for each load
transfer line is $300,000 per line. The temporary line connection
cost is $2,000 per meter (including the cost of tower construction).
The load penalty cost coefficient is $5,000 per MWh, The power loss
due to the absence of constructed power transfer lines is set as
$0.596 per kWh. The maintenance period is set as 30 days. Based on
the parameters mentioned above, The following 5 maintenance
strategies are analyzed:

1) Method 1: No maintenance measure is adopted.
2) Method 2: Constructing a power supply route within the

substation without external line combination.
3) Method 3: Constructing a power supply route within the

substation and performing external line combination.
4) Method 4: Constructing two power supply routes within the

substation without performing external line combination.
5) Method 5: Constructing two power supply routes within the

substation and performing external line combination.

The optimized results for the best planning scenarios are
presented in the following Table 1:

The optimal topology diagrams corresponding to the above-
mentioned strategies are depicted in the Figure 6, the optimal
topology diagram:

When constructing multiple power paths, the total cost is much
lower compared to constructing a single path or not constructing
any, with a difference of nearly tenfold. This is mainly due to the
significant cost of load loss during the maintenance period.
Furthermore, when comparing Method 2 with Method 3, and
Method 4 with Method 5, it can be observed that using external
line connections actually leads to higher costs. This is because,
regardless of whether external line connections are constructed or
not, the system’s generation cost remains the same, while line
connections add extra investment costs.

Comparing the power flow in the system before maintenance
and during maintenance using methods 4 and 5, as shown in
Figure 7, the comparison of power flow results between Method
4 and Method 5 in system A.

By connecting the lines as shown in figure (c), it can be
observed that the connected lines share the power burden of
L8, resulting in a reduction of about one-third in its power
load. Therefore, though the method of connecting lines doesn’t
directly impact the system’s operational cost and adds extra
investment cost, it enhances the system’s security in two ways:
it resolves the long-term outage issue of the L4 and L5 lines; it
alleviates the flow burden on L8, which enhances the transmission
margin of the system.

In conclusion, during the maintenance of the substation, both
the construction of load transfer lines and the temporary
combination of incoming lines not only affect the initial
investment and construction costs but also play a significant role
in enhancing the system’s reliability and security.

4.2 IEEE-RTS79 system

The original topology and network parameters of the IEEE-
RTS79 system are presented in reference (Kim et al., 2022). Based
on the IEEE-RTS79 system, we assume that the node Bus21 is
substation with a double-bus configuration, the power is
transmitted to the system through two main transformers. The
modified IEEE-RTS79 system (System B) is illustrated in
Figure 8, the topology of the system B.

FIGURE 5
Topology of the system A.

TABLE 1 Optimization results for maintenance plans in System A substation under four different shutdown methods.

Maintenance method Cost/×10,000$

Total
cost

Investment cost Integrated operation cost

Investment
construction

Comprehensive
cost

Generation
operation

Load shedding
penalty

Method 1 3761.49 0 3647.52 113.97 0

Method 2 2011.92 10 1823.76 178.17 0

Method 3 2071.92 70 1823.76 178.17 0

Method 4 306.74 20 −5.7 286.74 0

Method 5 328.74 41.99 −5.7 286.74 0
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In Figure 8, electrical power is transmitted through two
transformers to 5 incoming lines marked L1-L5. When the
substation undergoes a complete shutdown for maintenance,
the external incoming lines are affected and shut down. The
generating units at BUS21 in the system B lose its connection
path to the system. As a result, the system experiences a
shortfall in power supply, and it weakens the network
architecture of the original system. Therefore, the maintenance
plan for System B is analyzed using the load transfer planning
model described in this paper. The parameters are the same as
described in Section 3.1, the following 5 maintenance strategies
are analyzed:

1) Method 1: Not adopting any maintenance measures
2) Method 2: Constructing a power supply route within the station

without external line combination

FIGURE 6
Optimal topology diagram.

FIGURE 7
Comparison of power flow results between Method 4 and Method 5 in system A.

FIGURE 8
Topology of the system B.
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3) Method 3: Constructing a power supply route within the station
and performing external line combination

4) Method 4: Constructing two power supply routes
within the station without performing external line
combination

5) Method 5: Constructing two power supply routes within the
station and performing external line combination

The optimized results for the best planning scenarios are
presented in the Table 2:

The optimal topology structures for the above scenarios
are shown in the following Figure 9, the optimal topology
diagram:

From Table 2, it can be seen that when multiple load transfer
routes are constructed within the substation, the total cost is

much lower compared to not constructing load transfer routes
or constructing only one load transfer route. The main reason
for this is that the operating costs of the connected generating
units are lower within the station when there are multiple
load transfer routes: in other words, the economic viability of
a single generator producing a high power output is not as
favorable as that of multiple generators producing lower
power outputs.

In addition, by comparingMethod 2 withMethod 3 andMethod
4 with Method 5 reveals that using external line connections actually
results in higher costs for the system. This is because, regardless of
whether external line connections are used or not, the system’s
generation costs remain unchanged, while line connections
introduce additional investment costs. The main reason for this
phenomenon is the high generation capacity reserve in the

TABLE 2 Optimization results for maintenance plans in System B substation under four different shutdown methods.

Maintenance method Cost/10,000$

Total
cost

Investment cost Integrated OperationCost

Investment
construction

Comprehensive
cost

Generation
operation

Load shedding
penalty

Method 1 5737.3 0 0 5737.3 0

Method 2 5112.1 30 −30 5082.1 0

Method 3 5176.1 84 −30 5082.1 0

Method 4 4535.3 60 −60 4435.3 0

Method 5 4561.3 86 −60 4435.3 0

FIGURE 9
Optimal topology diagram.
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RTS79 system. Even when considering the load demand at peak
levels and the outage of generator at Bus21, the system still has
surplus generation capacity, which is sufficient to ensure a balanced
power supply. Simultaneously, the rated capacities of the
transmission lines are very high, and there will not be issues of
transmission congestion. Therefore, the external line connection will
not affect generator outputs or improve overload of lines.

To validate the impact of incoming lines connection on the
improvement of system load flow distribution, an analysis was
conducted on the load flow distribution of the lines in System B
under maintenance methods 4 and 5, respectively. The results
are illustrated in the following Figure 10, the comparison
of power flow results between Method 4 and Method 5 in
system B.

It can be observed that in the case of Method 4, the load in
Line 28 approaches 0.9 p.u., which is close to its rated capacity.
Based on the topology diagram shown in Figure 8, Line 28 is a
transmission line located between BUS16 and BUS17. Under
maintenance method 4, with the line between BUS15 and
BUS21 out of service, leading to a significant increase in power
transmission through Line 28. However, by connecting the lines
L2 and L3, a new path is created between BUS15 and BUS18,
which effectively reducing the load on Line 28. Therefore, under
maintenance mode 5, Line 28 has a higher transmission margin,
which improved the reliability of the system.

5 Conclusion

This study has established a load transfer planning model during
the equipment maintenance in the substation. Drawing upon
transmission network planning theory, an analysis has been
conducted to highlight the similarities and differences between
maintenance planning and transmission network planning. The

study presents the optimization objectives, maintenance
constraints, power balance constraints, and network operation
safety constraints for the load transfer planning model.
Furthermore, these constraints have been linearized to facilitate
ease of solution. The analysis of case studies using IEEE-RBTS6 and
IEEE-RTS79 demonstrates that:

(1) In the case of the IEEE-RTS6 system, compared to methods
without constructing load transfer pathways and methods
with the construction of a single load transfer pathway,
the introduction of two load transfer pathways results
in a reduction of 21% and 12% in the operational costs of
generating units respectively. Furthermore, by implementing
an internal load transfer pathway within the substation,
it effectively mitigates economic losses caused by the load
losses, leading to a noticeable enhancement in economic
feasibility. Upon connecting external incoming lines, there is
a slight increase in the cost of load transfer, but it simultaneously
reduces the transmission power on the line with the highest load
by 33%, thus improving the system’s safety and reliability.

(2) In case of the IEEE-RTS79 system, the construction of the load
transfer pathway effectively prevents the increase in operating
costs for the generators in the system caused by the shutdown
of the power source directly connected the substation
undergoing maintenance. Compared to methods without
constructing load transfer pathways and methods with the
construction of a single load transfer pathway, the introduction
of two load transfer pathways results in a reduction of 91% and
84% in the operational costs of generating units respectively,
which demonstrating a noticeable improvement in economic
feasibility. Upon connecting external incoming lines, there is a
slight increase in the cost of load transfer, but it simultaneously
reduces the transmission power on the line with the highest
load by 15%.

In conclusion, the model proposed in this paper can be applied
to optimize load transfer planning during substation equipment
maintenance. The case study results demonstrate that by
constructing internal load transfer pathways within the substation
and connecting incoming lines out of the substation, it is possible to
effectively reduce the system’s economi
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Nomenclature

pt the power value carried by the transformer t before maintenance

pdi the equivalent power capacity connected to node i

mt whether the main transformer is restored with power through the internal
power supply transfer path

T the set of main transformers

nt hether the specific main transformer is disconnected under the current
maintenance mode

C the integrated cost

pli the rated capacity value of the line (MW)

N the set of system nodes

NG the set of system generator nodes

TM the maintenance time (h)

V the voltage level of the substation(kV)

pgi the active power output of the generator (MW)

pci the load shedding at node due to substation maintenance (MW)

xi whether the i-th power supply transfer path is constructed or not

yli whether the i-th incoming line combination is constructed or not

ci the load shedding penalty cost coefficient ($/MWh)

cxi the comprehensive cost of constructing and maintaining power supply
transfer paths($)

cri the comprehensive cost of investment and construction of the i temporary
line combination ($)

ctrans the investment load shedding penalty cost coefficient ($)

Tc the load shedding time (h)

pli the active power flow passing through the branch i (MW)

θi the phase angle at node (rad)

f p(·) the cost function of the generator

Nx the set of feasible power supply transfer paths

Nr the set of temporary line combinations

nt the number of transformers disconnected from the transmission system in
the substation during maintenance

a the number of incoming lines outages during maintenance

Li the number of each outage line

X the connectivity status of Li to the transformers during the maintenance

xi a 0–1 integer variable

rij a binary integer variable 0–1

Ndl the set of double-circuit lines with the same starting and ending buses

bi the admittance of branch i

θf i the phase angle at the starting node of branch i

θti the phase angle at the ending node of branch i

L0 transmission lines in the power grid that are not directly connected to the
substation

L− incoming lines that are planned to be shut down due to maintenance

L+ the set of lines that can be temporary combined

yli represents the state of each line in set L+

Nig the set of generators connected to node i

pdi the load demand at node i

plj the incoming power at a node i respectively

plt he outgoing power at a node i respectively

NnonG the set of non-generator nodes

pgim the output of the m-th generator connected to node i

pgi the total output of generator at node i

pgi represent the upper limits of generator outputs respectively

pgi represent the lower limits of generator outputs respectively

xgm the generator output in m−th segment of the cost linearization function

kp(·) multiple sets of piecewise linear function

M the total number of linearized segments of the generator cost function

Mxi M values of the large M method

Mli M values of the large M method
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